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SERIES  A

The Technology
Powering Tomorrow’s
Mortgage Debt Trades



Paperstac launched a retail marketplace for mortgage notes (home loans) 
which earns over $30K in monthly revenue and is growing 133% YOY.

We are ready to start development on our flagship enterprise auction 
product which will account for 93% of total revenue within 2 years.

Paperstac is raising $3 million to fuel the development, launch and growth 
of the enterprise auction product over the next 2 years.

Our enterprise product will enable us to capture 2% ($17 billion) of sales 
volume in this $772 billion secondary market within 5 years.

Because we value your time,
here is a one-page synopsis of our deck...



When a homeowner borrows money to buy a house,
a mortgage note (home loan) is created

$$$ $$$

For the homeowner,
the mortgage represents

a debt that is owed

But to the bank, the mortgage 
represents an investment that

collects interest and holds value

AN OVERVIEW



Banks, financial institutions and even private investors buy and 
sell these home loans in a $772 billion secondary market

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

ENTERPRISE DEALS
99% of market volume is traded in huge 

bulk-loan deals between large institutions

RETAIL DEALS
Some loans are liquidated individually to 

smaller funds and private investors

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE



Lack of an Open Market

! A loan holder’s selling ability is limited by their contact list instead of quickly 
achieving a fair market value for their loans. Buyers are unable to find mortgage 
notes that meet their buying criteria further stifling trade.

!
Scalability Issues
Selling hundreds of mortgage notes to hundreds of buyers quickly multiplies out 
of control when deals are handled primarily via email chains and spreadsheets. An 
archaic closing process can further delay trades while tying up resources.

!
Delays Recouping Capital
When bidding on hundreds of loans, buyers purchase loans outside of their buying 
criteria to win the overall bid.  Reselling the undesired loans at retail is a tedious 
process that delays the ability to recoup capital for future purchases.

!
Too Many Vendors
Service providers from appraisers to title companies can be found in a mortgage 
note transaction.  Managing a network of vendors while ordering services and 
sharing updates to all interested parties adds complexity to any deal.

!
Data Is Not Accessible
Communication and file-access can easily splinter between emails, text messages, 
phone calls, Dropbox, etc. This can lead to team members and interested parties 
redundantly asking for information that is isolated in a different channel.

Buying and selling mortgage 
notes is an inefficient and 
complex process

THE PROBLEM



Sellers can list mortgage notes publicly or 
to their private buyer list in either an open 

or sealed-bid auction format

Flexible Auction Formats

Build an online auction for transacting bulk enterprise deals 
and a sibling retail marketplace for single-loan liquidation

Bidders are able to purchase reports, 
perform yield analysis and run loan 
simulations from within the product

Due Diligence
Messaging, email, text, phone calls and 
shared files are imported into a timeline 

interface for a seamless experience

Omnichannel Communication
Multiple account users boosts productivity, 

promotes accountability and is a more 
secure solution than sharing logins

Team Members

Service providers are integrated tightly 
within our product reducing the need to 

manage multiple vendor accounts

Integrated Vendor Services
An automated To-Do list guides 

participants and 3rd-party vendors through 
each step of the closing process

Online Closings
Enterprise buyers can quickly recoup 
capital by liquidating undesired loans 

individually to a captive retail audience

Liquidate to Retail

OUR SOLUTION



Tiered Pricing 
Ranging from 2% to 0.3% ($500 min)

Paperstac charges a transaction fee based on
the amount of loan balance sold/purchased

Less than
$100K traded

More than
$5MM traded

0.3%
FEE

2%
FEE

PRICING MODEL



Our enterprise auction product will enable us
to capture 2% of the market within 5 years

FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

MARKET SHARE

Paperstac trade volume reaches
2.2% of TAM and 7.4% of SAM

$17B

SERVICEABLE AVAILABLE MARKET

Trades by regional banks, brokers
and financial institutions

$230B

TOTAL AVAILABLE MARKET

Annual mortgage note volume traded 
in the secondary market

$772B

Market Size
(based on loan balance traded)



We have been developing and 
refining our core technologies while 
building a vibrant retail market for 
single-loan enterprise liquidations

Invented the first end-to-end online closing
for mortgage notes

Launched a mortgage note retail marketplace 
catering to single-loan deals

We’ve grown our retail marketplace to over
8,000 registered buyers and sellers

Integrated 3rd-party vendor services tightly 
into our product via our “Partners” program

WHERE ARE WE TODAY?



Asset Manager, PMR II
Bill McCafferty

“I just bought 3 Performing 
2nd Mortgages through 
Paperstac. I just wanted 

to give a shout out on 
the process & system. 

First class, top notch and 
a really cool system in 

place.”

Notable Capital Management
Josh Andrews

“I have completed a 
transaction on Paperstac 
and can say the platform 
works perfectly. You can 
even escrow your funds 

with a third party which is 
a nice touch.”

TDI Consulting Group
Todd LaPierre

“Paperstac provides a 
simple and easy to follow 
workflow. It makes for a 

very clean transaction and 
you don’t miss any steps 

along the way.”

Silverwood Capital Fund
Chris Winkler

“I wanted to give some 
feedback about our 

experience with Paperstac. 
We listed a few 2nd liens 
and just sold one. It was 
easy, painless and really 

cool how it walks you 
through the process.”

Labrador Lending, LLC
Jamie Bateman

“I’m in the process of 
buying through Paperstac 

and am finding the 
platform and process to 

be professional and user-
friendly. There has clearly 
been a glaring need for a 

marketplace like this.”

President, 1 Oak Advisory
Mike Soliz Jr.

“I sold another two loans 
today with Paperstac! 
Great job to the team, I 
love the momentum!”

Founder, Equigrowth Capital Inc
Chad Urbshott

“I had more offers on this 
than I could keep up with. 
And much higher offers 

than the traditional broker 
route.”

Host, Good Deeds Podcast
Gail Greenburg

“I just finished my 
first Paperstac selling 

experience! I didn’t realize 
how robust the platform is 

- good to know!”

So far the
feedback has
been AWESOME

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK



Our retail marketplace is now closing a new deal daily
and transacting over $1 million a month in sales

Gross Profit by Quarter
+133% Year-Over-Year growth
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REVENUE & SALES VOLUME



We are ready to start 
development on our flagship 
enterprise auction product

1 Hire software engineers to support current
and future product development

2 Use our technology to build an unrivaled 
auction product for enterprise deals

3 Create a feedback loop during development 
with ideal enterprise customers

4 Expand our B2B “Partners” program to provide 
pre and post-closing services

Enterprise auctions will account for 93% of 
Paperstac revenue within 2 years of launch

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?



We need $3 million to expand our 
product development team and 
bolster our marketing efforts

CEO

CTO / Lead Developer

Marketing Director

Senior Advisor (part time)

Current Core Team

(6) Dev Team Members

Admin/Support Representative

Social Media Manager

New Hirers

WHAT DO WE NEED?



Marketing
16% / $480K

Operations
6% / $180K

Sales
3.2% / $96K

Rent
3.2% / $96K

Payroll
71.5% / $2.1M
DEPARTMENT BREAKDOWN

Product Development - 67%
Administration - 18%
Business Development - 15%

24-Month
Operating Budget

Funds will fuel the development, launch and growth of our 
enterprise auction product over the next 2 years

FUNDING BREAKDOWN



Private Investor
Investor

Stephen Kelly

StarterStudio
Mentor

Scott Ritchey

AryMing Asset Funding
Advisor/Investor

Jason Lewis

GMC Properties & Investments
Advisor/Investor

Gail Villanueva

Active mortgage note investor and 
current portfolio manager of a multi-

million dollar SEC-regulated fund 
specializing in distressed debt. 

Senior Advisor/Co-Founder
TJ Osterman

Digital marketer with 15+ years of 
experience in SEO, paid search and 

sales. Former COO of candles.com and 
marketing manager for Hard Rock Int’l.

Marketing Director/Co-Founder
Brett Burky

Full-stack developer with 15+ years 
experience and a background in 3D and 

multimedia. Founded and sold LearnWake 
to a large publishing company.

CTO/Co-Founder
Mike McLin

An industry expert in real estate and 
mortgage note investing that has 
purchased over 400 single family 
homes and 300 mortgage notes.

CEO/Co-Founder
Rick Allen

THE PAPERSTAC TEAM



https://pstac.co/deck

A web link to the latest version
of this deck

Pitch Deck

https://pstac.co/welcome

2-minute overview of the
current Paperstac product

Welcome Video

https://pstac.co/qreport

Quarterly Investor Report providing 
sales figures and more

Sales Report

Contact
Information

Email:
hello@paperstac.com

Phone:
407-930-9749

Below are sales figures and other resources to help bring clarity 
to the milestones that Paperstac has already accomplished 

THANK YOU!

https://pstac.co/deck
https://pstac.co/welcome
https://pstac.co/qreport
mailto:hello%40paperstac.com?subject=


Addendum: Development Strategy Guide



Development
Strategy Guide
A peek inside our product development process



Each ticket is assigned an “effort point” 
value and placed in our backlog

2

A running average of how many effort points are completed in a 2-week 
period is kept to determine the amount of work the team can handle

Every 2 weeks the executives select a new 
group of tickets for the team to work on3

How Stuff Happens

1 Tickets are created for all new features, 
enhancements and bug fixes



A Focused Architecture
Paperstac uses consistent technologies throughout the 
entire project so the same developer that works on the 

website can also work on the mobile app or server.

Website

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

JavaScript

DATA SERVICE

Firebase (by Google) 

USER INTERFACE

React (by Facebook)

Mobile Apps

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

JavaScript

DATA SERVICE

Firebase (by Google) 

USER INTERFACE

React (by Facebook)

Server/API

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

JavaScript

DATA SERVICE

Firebase (by Google) 



Putting the Pieces Together

The number of developers directly relates to the number of 
“effort points” that the team can accomplish in a 2-week period

Executives can think of “effort points” as a universal currency to 
purchase the features they need to meet their business goals

When business goals change, the same developers can shift 
their focus to meet those new requirements

As developers join or leave the team, only the capacity changes, 
not the capability


